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To understand the transportation issues associated with developing and implementing the master plan, transportation-

related data was collected for the scenic highway corridor including:

•	 Existing Traffic Volumes: The figures show existing daily traffic and two-way peak hour traffic volumes along the 

scenic highway.  Traffic volumes are highest in the northern section of the corridor where there is an existing four-lane 

section.  For the two-lane section, volumes are significantly lower.

Background Analysis
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•	 Intersection Volumes: Intersection counts were 

taken at key intersections to determine the current 

traffic volumes during peak-hours.

•	 Existing and Future Roadway Level of Service (LOS): 

St. Johns County has an adopted LOS standard of 

“D” for SR 13.  Table No. 1 provides the existing 

and projected (based on reserved development 

trips) LOS conditions.  Please note that only 

roadways intersecting with SR 13 have a future LOS 

below “D.”

•	 Existing Travel Speeds: The figure shows the 85th 

percentile speed, which is the speed at which 85% 

of all recorded motorists are traveling at or below.  

For example if the 85th percentile speed is 52.5 

mph, then 85% of the motorists are traveling at 

52.5 mph or lower; 15% are traveling more than 

52.5 mph.  Ideally, the 85th percentile speed should 

be the same as the posted speed limit.  However, 

for all sections of the corridor, the measured 85th 

percentile speeds were higher than the posted 

speed.  In some cases, the measured speeds were 

10-15 miles per hour over the speed limit.

•	 Typical Roadway Cross Sections: Field measured 

SR 13 cross-sections under existing conditions have 

been provided herein. 
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•	 Crashes by Roadway (Three Year – January 2005 to December 2008): Table No. 2 provides the number and severity 

of crashes along SR 13 as reported by the St. Johns County Transportation Operations Section.

•	 Planned Transportation Projects: As part of the RiverTown DRI, a paved trail will be constructed parallel to SR 13.  

The current RiverTown plan also includes the construction of two roundabouts at intersections along the scenic 

highway.  Additionally, several roadway projects have been identified in St. Johns County long range plans including 

the outer beltway.

•	 Bicycle Facilities: The scenic highway corridor has been identified as a bicycling corridor within St. Johns County 

and a future greenway by the First Coast TPO.  Bicycle facilities exist for the northern section of the corridor and will 

be added as part of the RiverTown multiuse trail.  However, there is not a designated bicycle facility that covers the 

length of the scenic highway.  
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In addition, a number of transportation planning 

documents and studies were reviewed to understand 

the current and future transportation conditions.  The 

documents include, but are not limited to, the following:

•	 St. Johns River Crossing PD&E Study – Pink Alt. 

•	 FDOT As-built Plans for SR-13 Improvements

•	 FDOT Five-year Work Program for SR 13

•	 FDOT District Two Construction – St. Johns County 

Website (includes Projects Under Construction, 

Construction is Imminent, Projects in Five-year Work 

Program, Recently Completed Projects, and Projects 

Under Consideration)

•	 First Coast MPO – 2030 LRTP Update –Year 2030 

Cost Feasible Plan Projects

•	 First Coast MPO – 2030 LRTP – Cost Feasible Plan – 

Final Technical Report Number 7

•	 First Coast MPO – Greenways and Trails Plan for the 

First Coast Region

•	 St. Johns County  (SJC)– Capital Improvement Plan

•	 SJC – Northwest SJC Transportation Capacity 

Improvements

•	 SJC  – Multimodal Transportation and Recreational 

Facilities 

•	 SJC - Greenway, Blueways, and Trails Master Plan

•	 SJC – Comprehensive Plan - Transportation Element

•	 SJC – Highway Improvement Map and Project List

•	 SJC – Traffic Circulation Plan 2000 – 2015

•	 SJC – Fiscal Year 2009 Projects

•	 SJC – Water Dependent Uses and Marine Study 

•	 William Bartram Scenic and Historic Highway 

Corridor Management Plan

•	 RiverTown DRI Information

•	 RiverTown 60% Submittal – Roundabout Plans

•	 North Florida Cycling Club – Cycling Routes

TRANSPORTATION ISSUES
Through review of the transportation data and 

conversations with community members, County staff 

and FDOT, several transportation issues were identified 

that affect the quality of the scenic highway experience:

Pedestrian facilities – The majority of the scenic highway 

does not contain a designated pedestrian facility such as 

a walking path or sidewalk.  The need for such a facility 

is important since many of the scenic highway amenities 

are best viewed on foot as opposed to while driving 

down the corridor.  The need for improved pedestrian 

accommodations will need to be balanced with the 

desire to protect the existing tree canopy along the 

scenic highway.  

Traffic speeds – The prevailing existing traffic speeds 

are far in excess of the posted speed limit.  This creates 

a safety issue for pedestrians, especially given the 

limited sidewalk and trail accommodations.  For those 

enjoying the scenic highway by car, it also creates a safety 

issue, as there is a conflict between the faster moving 

traffic and those traveling at the slower posted speeds.  

As part of the scenic highway master plan, it will be 

important to develop traffic calming devices to reduce 

traffic speeds around key scenic highway amenities.   

Safe roadway crossings – While the resources and 

corridor amenities are located on both sides of the 

corridor, there are no designated (marked or signed) 

locations for pedestrians to cross SR 13 safely.  As the 

scenic highway amenities are enhanced, the pedestrian 

activity along the corridor will increase.  Therefore, it 

becomes important to develop safe pedestrian crossings 

at key locations along the corridor.
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PLAN OVERVIEW
Based on the data and information collected above and 

input received from the CMC and public, a conceptual 

livable transportation plan was developed during the 

initial workshop and was refined through a number of 

stakeholder and public meetings. First and foremost, 

the following plan promotes pedestrian mobility within 

the corridor.  This increased mobility provides a better 

experience for the scenic highway traveler by allowing 

the traveler to explore the corridor without the use of 

the automobile.  Not only does this provide a varied 

experience, but it also allows exploration at a slower pace 

which provides the traveler a more detailed and in-depth 

experience of the scenic highway corridor; more resources 

can be interpreted and experienced.  Additional flora 

and fauna can be seen.  Travelers can truly experience 

the scenic highway by using all of their senses.

Increased pedestrian mobility also provides for a better 

community experience by providing safer travel options 

for residents.  Residents can choose to walk or bike to 

places such as parks or schools which not only provides 

for a more enjoyable experience, but also reduces 

vehicular miles traveled along the corridor and promotes 

personal health.

Pedestrian access along the corridor is already provided 

from the Julington Creek Bridge south to Roberts Road 

via two 5’ sidewalks and on-road bike lanes; however, 

the remainder of the corridor provides for no pedestrian 

mobility.  Therefore, a number of options were evaluated 

to increase pedestrian mobility from Roberts Road south 

to the terminus of the corridor.  While idyllic from a 

pedestrian mobility standpoint, a true asphalt or concrete 

multi-use path would create an impact (i.e. combined path 

width and recovery area width) to the existing vegetation 

that is unacceptable to the CMC.  Minimizing the impact 

to vegetation along the corridor by creating a single, 

standard 5’ sidewalk was also considered; however, 

the FDOT and County were concerned that a singular 

concrete or asphalt path would encourage pedestrian 

traffic similar to a multi-use trail without providing the 

necessary width.

With this objective in mind, a seven foot wide aggregate 

pathway coupled with on-road bike lanes is recommended 

for the scenic highway.  The aggregate material is 

sensitive to the context of the area, minimizes impact 

to existing vegetation, and does not encourage the use 

of rollerblades and road bikes, and the width is larger 

than a typical sidewalk which provides a wide pathway 

for pedestrians as well as room for the occasional “fat-

tire” bike to pass.  In areas where existing tree roots 

need to be avoided, the path could be reduced in width 

(minimum 5’ in all cases) or other measures such as an 

elevated boardwalk could be implemented.  

Further analysis of the pedestrian system will need to be 

conducted to determine specifics for the pathway (e.g. 

pathway location, width, materiality, etc.)  As part of 

that analysis, the bike lanes at the historic “Governor’s 

Oaks” should be given additional attention.  Concerns 

were raised that the existing widened shoulder, which is 

currently used by cyclists, is interrupted with a curb at the 

oaks and forces cyclists into the vehicular lane.  A safe 

solution needs to be explored to get cyclists using the 

bike lanes around the Governor’s Oaks without directing 

them into traffic.  It was also suggested during the public 

involvement process that the bike lanes be as wide 

as possible.  As the roadway will need to be widened 

to accommodate any standard bike lane width, the 

appropriate width should be determined at the time of 

the bike lane project in coordination with the public and 

the CMC.

Also as part of the pathway system, separate boardwalk 

creek crossings are proposed to safely get pedestrians 

from one side of a creek to the other.  At specific creeks, 

vehicular pull-offs are proposed to allow travelers to 

experience the riverine ecology of the area and read 

interpretive information, some of which is existing and 

currently inaccessible to the traveler.
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With the introduction of pedestrians into the corridor south of Roberts Road, 

there is a need to reduce vehicular speeds given the current speed data 

recorded as part of this master plan.  However, changing the speed limit 

alone will not reduce speeds as current data suggests drivers are already 

violating the existing posted speed limit.  Therefore, physical changes to the 

roadway need to be implemented that change the driver’s perception of the 

roadway and effectively reduce vehicular speeds.  Since it is not feasible to 

change the physical characteristics of the entire roadway, a series of safety 

improvements is proposed that focus on a reduction in vehicular speeds 

at “high-impact” areas where there will be heavy pedestrian activity and 

a potential for pedestrian roadway crossings that require additional safety 

measures.  These improvements include:

•	 Pedestrian crossing enhancements (color and texture enhancements 

within the roadway to alert the driver of the potential for pedestrians)

•	 Roundabouts

•	 Median-refuge Islands with Flashing or Controlled Signalization

The livable transportation plan is completed with landscape enhancements 

that improve the visual quality of the roadway and a wayfinding program that 

reduces the need for signs and effectively guides travelers to their destination.  

The included cross sections illustrate the pathway, character of the landscape, 

and signage for the scenic highway.
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Existing Conditions/Current Uses:

•	 	Beautiful	centennial	tree	canopy	along	SR-13	south	of	Roberts	Road	and	

north of Orangedale

•	 	No	pedestrian	access	south	of	Roberts	Road

•	 	High	speeds	in	much	of	corridor

•	 	Typical	rural	section	south	of	Roberts	Road

•	 	Typical	four-lane	urban	section	north	of	Roberts	Road

•	 	Various	historic	sites	along	SR-13	on	private	property	that	are	inaccessible	

to visitors

•	 	Overhead	utilities	follows	SR-13	(typically	on	west	side)

The Big Ideas:

•	 	Create	 a	 system	 of	 traffic	 calming	 that	 will	 slow	 vehicular	 speeds	 and	

create a more-pedestrian friendly environment

•	 	Enhance	 landscape	 along	 SR-13	 within	 four	 lane	 section	 to	 reflect	

naturalistic qualities of remainder of roadway

•	 	Create	a	pedestrian	pathway	that	parallels	SR-13	and	minimizes	impact	to	

existing vegetation

•	 	Partner	with	undeveloped	land	owners	to	create	incentives	for	voluntary	

scenic conservation easements to preserve scenic quality and agriculture 

within the Orangedale area.

•	 	Create	 scenic	 bridge	 crossings	 that	 provide	 pedestrian	 access	 across	

creeks and branches 

•	 	Create	northern	and	southern	gateways	for	scenic	highway

Proposed Improvements:

•	 	7’	aggregate	pathway	(5’	min)	that	parallels	SR-13

•	 	Dedicated	bicycle	lanes	that	meet	FDOT	standards

•	 	Roundabouts	 and	 crosswalk	 enhancements	 as	 part	 of	 comprehensive	

traffic calming plan

•	 	Enhanced	vegetation	along	SR-13	north	of	Roberts	Road

•	 	Cohesive	wayfinding	including	gateway	and	directional	signs

•	 	Pedestrian	bridge	crossings	with	overlooks	and	vehicular	pull-offs

•	 	Steel-backed	 wood	 guardrails	 or	 cortin	 metal	 guardrails	 that	 reflect	

character of scenic highway

Livable Transportation Plan
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Livable Transportation Plan
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LT TYPICAL BRIDGE
CROSSING18
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LT15A

LT
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LT
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ROUNDABOUT
(PER RIVERTOWN
DEVELOPMENT PLAN)

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTION
FROM SR-13 TO SHANDS PIER

ROUNDABOUT AT SHANDS
PIER RD (LONG TERM); CROSSWALK
IMPROVEMENTS (SHORT TERM)

PAVED TRAIL THROUGH
RIVERTOWN PER PD

CONNECT TO 
REGIONAL
SIDEWALK 
NETWORK

PEDESTRIAN CROSSING
AT TROUT CREEK
PARK (IF FEASIBLE)

FUTURE PEDESTRIAN
CONNECTION
(BOARDWALK)
TO RIVER

FUTURE PEDESTRIAN
CROSSING (IF FEASIBLE)

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTION TO
FUTURE SHANDS BRIDGE PARK

These drawings are provided for design intent only and are not for construction.  No engineering review, structural or otherwise, has been performed.  
As such, they are subject to modification pending environmental and engineering considerations and agency review.
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Race Track Road, Davis  Pond Road, and Roberts Road

Enhanced pedestrian crossings are recommended at the intersections of Race 

Track road, Davis Pond Road, and Roberts Road to help alert motorists to the 

potential presence of pedestrians.  Race Track Road and Roberts Road are 

both major intersections in the area where vehicular/pedestrian conflicts may 

be higher.  In addition, the Bartram Trails Library is located at Davis Pond Road, 

a major destination in the area.

The enhanced pedestrian crossings are recommended to be both texturized 

railroad crosswalks using tabby concrete.  It is recommended that the tabby 

concrete in the field be slightly colored using a natural cream or taupe color 

with white railroad bands; however, the exact colors will need to be further 

developed in coordination with St. Johns County.  When selecting the final 

crossing colors and textures, all crossings should be consistent along the scenic 

highway and should not be incompatible with other crossings in the northwest 

sector of St. Johns County.

All crossing improvements shall conform to FDOT standards and will require 

FDOT approval.  Pavers are not a suitable pavement.

Race Track Road David Pond Road Roberts Road

Tabby Concrete for Crosswalks 
and Paved Medians

A B C
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Alpine Groves

With the renovation of the Switzerland Community Center and the addition of the 

visitors’ center, improvements need to be made to SR 13 so that pedestrians can 

safely cross the highway and access Alpine Groves Park and vice-versa.  Therefore, 

the following recommendations are proposed:

•	 Islands are proposed in the existing gore areas to provide both a refuge spot 

for pedestrians as well as to provide side-friction for motorists traveling through 

the area.

•	 SR 13 should be curbed on both sides to further increase side friction and help 

provide for street trees.  The area directly in front of the existing Switzerland 

Fire Station is currently curbed.  Stormwater will need to be accommodated 

through swales behind the curb, within the median, off-site or a combination.

•	 Street trees should be placed at close intervals (30-40 ft on center) on either 

side of the road to denote the special district and increase side friction for the 

motorists.

•	 Columns and fencing should be installed on both sides of the roadway (see 

plans in Parks and Resources section) to help denote and alert motorists to the 

special  district. 

•	 Texturized crosswalks should be used (see Race Track Rd)

•	 A flashing pedestrian signal with appropriate signs should be installed.

It is anticipated that through the use of these techniques, the speed limit in this 

particular area can be reduced from 45 mph to 40 mph, and as a result, no signal 

will be required for the pedestrian crossing.
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Greenbriar Road and Shands Pier Road

Roundabouts are recommended at Greenbriar Road 

and Shands Pier Road.  Two alternatives are shown: 

a traditional circular layout and an elliptical layout.  

Either alternative could work for either intersection.  

The elliptical alternative is shown as it might allow the 

roundabout to fit within the right-of-way more easily and 

may help to avoid trees.  The roundabouts shown above 

are schematic in nature and as such, the geometrical 

layout needs to be further developed to ascertain right-

of-way and vegetative impacts.  The CMC is supportive 

of these improvements provided no significant 

vegetation is removed as a result of their construction.
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Trout Creek

With the construction of the pedestrian pathway along 

SR 13 and the improvements at Jack Wright Island as 

stated in this master plan, a crossing is required to safely 

move pedestrians from the north side of SR 13 at Trout 

Creek Park to the south side of SR 13 and ultimately Jack 

Wright Island.  

To accomplish this, a refuge island is proposed to help slow 

traffic speeds and provide a refuge place for pedestrians 

if necessary.  In addition, a colorized/texturized enhanced 

pedestrian crossing should be used.  Finally, traffic speeds 

dictate that a pedestrian signal will be required.

In addition to the pedestrian crossing, a vehicular pull-off 

is recommended as well to provide access to the Trout 

Creek crossing and overlook.
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Roadway Sections
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Fruit Cove Section

Switzerland Section
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B

These drawings are provided for design intent only and are not for construction.  No engineering review, structural or otherwise, has been performed.  
As such, they are subject to modification pending environmental and engineering considerations and agency review.
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Roadway Sections

RiverTown Section

Orangedale Section — Option A

TYPICAL TWO-LANE RURAL
SECTION WITH BIKE LANES

REQUIRED BUFFER

PATH PER PD

TYPICAL FDOT
RURAL ROADSIDE

WITH EXISTING
VEGETATION
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PATHWAY
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A

B

These drawings are provided for design intent only and are not for construction.  No engineering review, structural or otherwise, has been performed.  
As such, they are subject to modification pending environmental and engineering considerations and agency review.
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Roadway Sections

Orangedale Section — Option B

TYPICAL TWO-LANE RURAL
SECTION WITH BIKE LANES

75’ AVERAGE REQUIRED SCENIC BUFFER TYPICAL FDOT
RURAL ROADSIDE

TYPICAL FDOT RURAL ROADSIDE
WITH EXISTING VEGETATION

AND UTILITIES

SUPPLEMENT EXISTING VEGETATION
WITH INTERMITTENT CANOPY TREES

EXISTING
AGRICULTURE

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

10’ PATH

(ASPHALT OR CONCRETE)

These drawings are provided for design intent only and are not for construction.  No engineering review, structural or otherwise, has been performed.  
As such, they are subject to modification pending environmental and engineering considerations and agency review.
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Gateway Features

Northern Gateway

Southern Gateway

7’ AGGREGATE PATHWAY
(5’ MIN)

30’ CLEAR ZONE

PATHWAY CROSSES AT INTERSECTION
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SR-16

SR-13

SOUTHERN
GATEWAY

PLAN VIEW

These drawings are provided for design intent only and are not for construction.  No engineering review, structural or otherwise, has been performed.  
As such, they are subject to modification pending environmental and engineering considerations and agency review.
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Bridge Crossing
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These drawings are provided for design intent only and are not for construction.  No engineering review, structural or otherwise, has been performed.  
As such, they are subject to modification pending environmental and engineering considerations and agency review.
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Next Steps

As stated above, a more detailed study for the 

implementation of a pedestrian system south of Roberts 

Road will need to be conducted including safety 

measures for the bike lanes at the Governor’s Oaks.  Also, 

additional study of the geometric design for all of the 

pedestrian safety improvements (i.e. roundabouts and 

refuge islands) needs to be undertaken to determine 

the feasibility and potential right-of-way acquisition and 

tree removal necessary.  While it is understood that some 

tree removal may be necessary for the implementation 

of these improvements, the CMC was only supportive 

of shorter-lived vegetation (e.g. pines and laurel oaks) 

being removed with the understanding that some of that 

vegetation can be replanted as part of the implementation 

(outside of the required FDOT recovery areas).  Removal 

of any specimen material, particularly large canopy oaks 

is not desired.      

The pathway also provides an opportunity to create a 

“history trail” where secondary resources that cannot be 

reached or seen by automobile can be interpreted along 

the trail using smaller interpretive signs.  Both the smaller 

sign design and interpretive sign content will need to be 

developed; however, it should be in keeping with the 

larger interpretive displays currently proposed as part of 

this master plan.

Any tree removal that may occur as a result of these 

improvements should be coordinated with the CMC 

and must be permitted according to St. Johns County 

requirements.  

Statement of Probable Cost

1. Wayfinding System $240,000

2. Corridor Pathway (incl. mile 
markers, historic signs, and creek 
crossings)

$1.85 mill.

3. Textured Crosswalks (Race track 
Rd, Roberts Road, and Davis 
Pond Road)

$110,000

4. Alpine Groves Roadway 
Improvements

$475,000

5. Roundabout @ SR-13 and 
Greenbriar Road

$600,000

6. Roundabout @ SR-13 and Shands 
Pier

$520,000

7. SR-13/Trout Creek Pedestrian 
Crossing

$185,00

8. Bike Lanes (widening where 
necessary, striping, and signage)

$1.05 mill.

9. Vehicular Pulloffs (assume three 
locations)

$170,000

10. SR-13 Median Improvements 
(North of Roberts Road)

$300,000

11. Byway Reforestation (South of 
Roberts Road)

$710,000

AECOM has no control over the cost of labor, materials, or equipment, 
the Contractor’s method of determining prices or competitive bidding 
or market conditions.  Therefore our statement of probable cost 
provided herein is made on the basis of experience and represents our 
best judgment as Landscape Architects familiar with the construction 
industry.  The firm cannot and does not guarantee that proposals, bids, 
or the construction cost will not vary from our  statement of probable 
cost.  If the Owner wishes greater assurances as to the construction cost, 
we recommend the employment of an independent cost estimator.  
This estimate only includes construction costs.  Design, engineering, 
and permitting costs are not included.



“At night I ran in shore, at a convenient harbour, 

where I was received and welcomed by the 

gentleman, who was agent for the plantation, and 

at whose pleasant habitation near the harbour, I 

took up my quarters for the night.” 

— excerpt from William Bartram’s Travels 


